Our PoliceOne Editorial team of editors and expert columnists ambitiously covers the broadest array of law enforcement topics of any police media organization. In addition to our regular coverage, we have several major editorial coverage efforts planned for 2017 – many of which offer great content sponsorship opportunities.

**POLICEONE SIGNATURE COVERAGE**

**POLICE VIDEO IN 2017**

Few forces are impacting and shaping law enforcement like video, which is shaping training, policy, community relations, and creating major technology challenges even as it solves problems. Our yearlong special focus on video in law enforcement aims to address all facets of the topic with expanded analysis and reporting.

- The Video Technologies Shaping Policing: Q1
- Solving the Evidence Management Challenge: Q2
- Training & Policy in a Recorded World: Q3
- Future Tech and Topics: What is the future of video in policing?: Q4

**DIGITAL SUPPLEMENTS**

Our print-style digital editions bring a sharpened focus to a specific topic of importance within the market, combining perspectives from top experts with original feature reporting.

- PoliceOne’s 2017 Guide to Emerging Technologies: April 2017
- Rise of the Machines: Drones and Robots in SWAT: August 2017

**SPECIAL COVERAGE SERIES**

Our special editorial coverage series tackle major law enforcement topics with expanded reporting and special features, delivered over several weeks via several special report packages.

- Terrorism in America: Preparing Cops for the Unimaginable: January 2017
- P1 Original Research: How the ‘Ferguson Effect’ Has Impacted Today’s Cops: March 2017
- Leadership Special: Recruitment & Retention Crisis: The Struggle to Hire and Keep Good Cops: June 2017

**MAJOR COVERAGE THEMES**

While we’ll be covering the same broad range of essential police topics, we will be targeting a few for expanded focus given their current importance to law enforcement.

- Administration & Operations
- Officer Safety, Health & Wellness
- Training & Tactical Skills
- Technology

**TRADE SHOW & EVENT COVERAGE**

PoliceOne will be producing expanded original coverage of the following major industry events in 2017.

- SHOT Show: January 2017
- ILEETA: March 2017
- National Police Week: May 2017
- NTOA: September 2017
- IACP: October 2017

For content sponsorship opportunities and pricing, please contact us at (415) 962-8314 or email Sales@PoliceOne.com